This proves the proposition.
Remark. In this proposition, the condition that (|G,|, |GJ) = 1 is necessary.
The following example shows this.
Let G1 = 5,= (x, y|x3 = y2 = 1, yx = x2y ) and G2=(z|z3 = l).
Then ( xz ) is subnormal in G x x G 2. But ( xz ) is not zr-quasinormal in G x x G2 since it does not permute with the Sylow 2-subgroup ( y ) of G x x G 2.
Remark. Note that a nilpotent group is always a (77 -q)-gto\xp but not necessarily a (<7)-group and that the class of (<?)-groups defined by Zacher [8] is properly contained in the class of (77 -gO-groups.
2. Solvable (77 -^)-groups. In this section we will characterize the solvable (77 -gVgroups. We begin with the following observation. 
